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BACKGROUND

• Radiation therapy (RT) plays an

integral role in treating advanced

lung cancer, despite the high

incidence of RT-induced cardiac

complications.

• The current paradigm for cardiac

function assessment relies

primarily upon the assessment of

ejection fraction (EF). However,

EF alone is limited in both its

diagnostic and prognostic ability.
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OBJECTIVES

• In this study, we investigated the

capability of advanced MRI

parameters of heart mechanics for

early detection of RT-induced

cardiotoxicity in a rat model of

lung cancer, with end goal to help

with risk stratification and

treatment management to avoid

cardiovascular complications..

METHODS

•Adult salt-sensitive (SS) rats

received whole-heart radiation and

were imaged with MRI at 8wk and

10wk post-RT and the results

compared to sham treated rats

(n=18).

• The MRI images were analyzed to

measure regional peak systolic

strain, based on which the

percentage of normally

contracting myocardium

(contractility index; ContractiX)

was determined based on AHA 16-

segment model, where a

myocardial segment is considered

normally contracting if its peak

systolic strain exceeds a threshold

value based on measurements

from normal rats.

• ContractiX was compared to EF

and peak strain in different rat

groups.

RESULTS

• EF and myocardial mass

paradoxically increased post-RT.

• However, peak systolic strain and

ContractiX significantly decreased

post-RT.

corresponding peak strain values

in different rats, it showed more

reduction post-RT than did the

strain values, i.e. ContractiX is

more sensitive than myocardial

strain to RT.

• Specifically, ContractiX showed

continuous decrease with time

post-RT.

• This can be explained by the

nonlinear inverse relationship

between EF and ContractiX , in

which ContractiX spanned a wide

range of measurements between

20% and 80% for rats in different

groups despite normal EF (>60%)

for all rats.

•When comparing ContractiX to

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

• ContractiX is an early marker for

detection of RT-induced

subclinical cardiac dysfunction

before global function is affected

and it is more sensitive than peak

systolic strain.

• The translational value of this

study is important as early

detection of RT-induced

cardiotoxicity would help with

risk stratification and initiating

cardioprotective therapy to avoid

clinical cardiac dysfunction and

subsequent heart failure.
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